Abstract: Over the past decades, cities as gathering places of millions of people rapidly evolved in all aspects of population, society, and environments. As one recent trend, location-based social networking applications on mobile devices are becoming increasingly popular. Such mobile devices also become data repositories of massive human activities. Compared with sensing applications in traditional sensor network, Social sensing application in mobile social network, as in which all individuals are regarded as numerous sensors, would result in the fusion of mobile, social and sensor data. In particular, it has been observed that the fusion of these data can be a very powerful tool for series mining purposes. A clear knowledge about the interaction between individual mobility and social networks is essential for improving the existing individual activity model in this paper. We first propose a new measurement called geographic community for clustering spatial proximity in mobile social networks. A novel approach for detecting these geographic communities in mobile social networks has been proposed. Through developing a spatial proximity matrix, an improved symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization method (SNMF) is used to detect geographic communities in mobile social networks. By a real dataset containing thousands of mobile phone users in a provincial capital of China, the correlation between geographic community and common social properties of users have been tested. While exploring shared individual movement patterns, we propose a hybrid approach that utilizes spatial proximity and social proximity of individuals for mining network structure in mobile social networks. Several experimental results have been shown to verify the feasibility of this proposed hybrid approach based on the MIT dataset.
1 Introduction 540 D. Hu, B. Huang, L. Tu, S. Chen human trajectories could be best modeled as a continuous-time random walk (CTRW model) with fat-tailed displacements and waiting-time distributions.
However, several types of empirical data [10] on human mobility, captured by mobile phone traces, show that the predictions of the CTRW models are systematically in conflict with the empirical results. Due to the fundamental importance of statistical properties of human travel, in recent years, the increasing pervasiveness of location-acquisition technologies such as 3G network and GPS is conducive to the collection of large spatial-temporal datasets and opening up new opportunities for discovering some different knowledge about movement behaviors. Indeed, the availability of these collected large-scale call data such as mobile phone records and global-positioning-system data, has offered researchers from various disciplines access to detailed patterns of human behavior, and greatly enhanced our understanding of human mobility [3] . Recently, distinguished from previous studies, a new understanding [4] about building individual predictive model for future locations suggests that at a global scale human mobility exhibits structural patterns subject to geographic and social constraints.
Researchers find that humans experience a combination of periodic movements limited by geographical factors and seemingly random jumps correlated with their social networks [4] . In this case, individual movements can be divided to the two parts: short-range travel driven by periodic movements and long-range travel driven by social interaction. Meanwhile, some studies [4, 5] found that individual (mobile devices) mobility patterns can shape and impact the inherent properties of social network. Similarity of individual mobility patterns, which is called "spatial proximity", is expected to exert a significant impact on the inner structure of such social networks, from the maintenance of long-lasting friendships to the formation of new links. It seems that social links are often driven by spatial proximity, from job-and family-imposed programs to joint involvement in various social activities [11] . On the contrary, the degree of similarity in periodic movements and social proximity of individuals can positively affect the level of spatial proximity since the similarity of both types of individual movements can be identified by spatial proximity. Based on collecting large-scale call data that are recorded, spatial proximity between any two mobile phone users has been used to predict the potential call in cell phone social networks [5] .
The booming development of mobile social network gives rise to several amazing sub-issues, such as community detecting, link prediction, social-aware recommendation. This was explored through evaluating social property of individuals and mining network structure evolution using general social network analysis. However, given those fascinating features of spatial proximity for forming social interaction among individuals in mobile social network that has been revealed, it is just natural to consider the social influence of spatial proximity that can be used to improve current researches on those amazing sub-issues.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to investigate the social features of spatial proximity and further mine social network structure evolution to explore some potential possibility for optimizing user experience of mobile social networking service and social recommendation in mobile social network. Although our present work is only confined to analyzing and applying the significant correlation between spatial proximity and social properties of individuals in mobile social network by several well-known data mining methods based on two real datasets, our experimental results also deepen our understanding about the social influence of spatial proximity in mobile social network.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: -We propose a new measurement dimension called geographic community for clustering spatial proximity in mobile social network. A novel approach for detecting these geographic communities in mobile social network has been proposed. Through developing a spatial proximity matrix, an improved symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization method (SNMF) [13] is used to detect geographic communities in mobile social network.
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-By mining shared individual movement patterns, we propose a hybrid approach that utilizes spatial proximity and social proximity of individuals for mining network structure in mobile social network. We first propose two new measurement matrixes. Combing these matrixes with the known adjacency matrix in social network, the joint nonnegative matrix factorization (JNMF) method has been used to mine network structure evolution. Finally, a collaborative matrix has been obtained to analyze the existing community structure and potential links in mobile social network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes a well-known index of spatial proximity. The two measurement matrixes for evaluating spatial proximity and social ties in such mobile social networks will also be formed. Section 3 presents the definition of our new measurement dimension "geographic community", and the strong correlation between geographic community and the similarity of several key indexes from the socio-economic background of those individuals based on thousands of cell phone call records and corresponding user information. Section 4 first provides a hybrid approach to mine network structure in mobile social network, and then show several experimental results to verify the feasibility of this proposed hybrid approach based on the MIT dataset. Section 5 provides related work and finally comes to the conclusion.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first choose spatial cosine similarity to represent the level of spatial proximity of any two individuals. The measurement matrixes that describe such spatial proximity of corresponding individuals have been presented. Furthermore, measurement matrixes that utilize the relationship between locations and users for evaluating spatial proximity and social ties in such mobile social networks have also been formed.
Spatial cosine similarity[5]:SCos(x,y)
The cosine similarity of user x and y's trajectories, describing how similar their visitation frequencies are, is represented by the cosine of the angle between the two vectors of number of visits at each location for x and y and,
Where
is the probability that user x visits location l, Loc is the set of all locations (cell phone towers and etc.).
Spatial proximity matrix
In order to reflect the spatial proximity between any two individuals in mobile social networks, we propose an approximate overlay G = (V, E, w), then the adjacency matrix of G can be written as:
where s ij is spatial cosine similarity SCos(i, j), i ,j is each individual respectively. Specially, when i = j ,SCos(i, j) = 1. Note that SCos(i, j) = SCos(j, i), G is a symmetric nonnegative matrix.
The two measurement matrixes: user-location matrix and location-user matrix
In previous studies, for evaluating the similarity in mobility patterns of two individuals, several indexes of spatial proximity have been proposed by the references [5, 14] , spatial proximity can be defined by one key index of them:
The cosine similarity of user x and y's and s trajectories, describing how similar their visitation frequencies are, is represented by the cosine of the angle between the two vectors of number of visits at each location for x and y:
is the probability that user x visits location l, Loc is the set of all locations (cell phone towers and etc.). As mentioned above, since the internal relationship between individuals and their usual travel locations can form spatial proximity, which has a significant impact on network structure of mobile social network, we develop two measurement matrixes that can reflect such internal relationship to evaluate network structure. Given N individuals (or mobile personal devices) in a mobile social network and the number of all locations, we propose a user-location matrix U . (User-location matrix)
where
Loc is the set of all locations (cell phone towers and etc.).
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3 Geographic community and its correlation with the social properties of individuals
In this section, we first propose a new measurement dimension for clustering those individuals with close spatial proximity in mobile social network. Based on SNMF method, an approach for detecting these geographic communities has been proposed. Several numerical experiments have been shown to verify the feasibility of this measurement approach.
Geographic community
Given N individuals (mobile personal devices) in a mobile social network, the similar degree of geographic trajectories of two individuals can be measured by the spatial proximity index. In this case, we can develop an approximate overlay which indicates the spatial proximity between two individuals (nodes) in the mobile social network.
Suppose G = (V, E, w) is an undirected weighted graph with N nodes and M links representing this approximate overlay. It is quite different from general social graphs in that these links between any two nodes are the spatial proximity index. The weight w ∈ [0, 1] of the edge E denotes the similar degree of two individuals which can be calculated by spatial cosine similarity.
. . , C k denotes a collection of disjoint geographic communities, where C i ∈ C is a geographic community of G.
Using general definition of community structure in social network, the geographic community has several meanings: the nodes in geographic community are those individuals which have higher similar degree, that is, those individuals had met each other frequently in the past long period of time, unlike those individuals between different geographic communities. The strong correlation between this geographic similarity and their proximity in social network indicates that more social connections among the nodes will occur in geographic community in the future. Therefore, geographic community can be a measurement dimension that estimates the interaction between social community and spatial proximity. In fact, we consider geographic community as an indicator which may be used for evaluating the evolution of social community structure in the future.
Detecting geographic community using symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization (SNMF)
We consider symmetric NMF as our tool to find the geographic community because of its powerful interpretability and close relationship with clustering methods. It has been verified that SNMF has outstanding performance in detecting communities in undirected unweight complex networks.
Given that our approximate overlay is an undirected weighted virtual network, we further apply SNMF method to achieve our purpose. If G is symmetric, then S is symmetric. We can then absorb S into X. i.e.X = XS 1/2 . Then our task is to solve the following problem:
According to [15] ,X can be obtained by the following multiplicative update rulê After iteration, the obtainedX * is just the scale partition matrix of the network G of size n × K, whose i-th row corresponds to the cluster (geographic community) membership of the i-th unit.
We can further normalizeX to make ∑ jX ij = 1 so thatX ij corresponds to the posterior probability that the i-th unit belongs to the k-th geographic community.
We choose Reality Mining data set [6] provided by the MIT Media Lab to test our proposed approach. The Reality Mining dataset contains communication, proximity, location, and activity information from 94 students or teachers at MIT during the 2004-2005 academic years. In particular, the dataset includes call logs, Bluetooth devices in proximity, cell tower IDs, application usage, and so on. In this dataset, a mobile social network which contains 94 nodes and several million links can be modeled as Fig.1 , where the links representing real social friendship which can be evaluated by the number of calls, messages and so on.
To design this numerical experiment, we propose those cell tower ID lists of each individual communication record representing those locations l that can be used to calculate the probability P V (x, l).We firstly obtain the spatial proximity matrix of this real mobile social network, then an approximate overlay network can be inferred in Fig.2 . As is shown in Fig.2 , this network does not have obvious community structure. We consider the reasons as follows: every two individuals have their spatial similarity. In the overlay network, the weights of links are inferred by corresponding spatial proximity. In this case, it is essential to properly evaluate the impact of the weight value on network structure. The binarization method will lose much useful information. Furthermore, these individuals have more overlaps in geographic community than general communities. Therefore, we choose to delete those weight links which have lower weights (i.e., the links that weight w ≤ 0.2 will be deleted).
We use SNMF method for detecting geographic community on this overlay, the symmetric nonnegative matrix G is a n × n(n = 94) spatial proximity matrix. We assume the number of main geographic communities K = 2, the K × n matrix will be calculated by (7) . The final iteration result of X is shown in Fig. 2 .
In 
The relevance test between geographic community and the social properties of individuals
We use a dataset that captures for two-month period the time-resolved trajectories of ten thousand anonymized mobile phone users in an anonymous provincial capital in China to uncover the relevance between geographic community and the social properties of individuals.
Given the multiplicity of the social properties of individuals and this dataset mainly contains the cell phone charging records of all users in an anonymous telecommunications company, the similarity of the cell phone charging of these users depends on the similarity of some social properties such as the economic ladder to some extent. Therefore, we choose the type of plan the user used and the interval of user charging per month as the two parameters of the economic ladder and present the value of the economic ladder of them. Three geographic communities have been obtained from ten thousand users by the above approach based on this dataset.
Through clustering these economic ladder values in each geographic community, we found that the economic ladder of individuals is highly consistent in each geographic community.
In this test, our parameters are set as follows: Finally, our test truly shows the higher consistency in table2, given the number of geographic communities N c = 3, and we consider the posterior probability of nodesX iC > 0.4, C ∈ 0, 1, 2 means node i belong to C,then we obtained following numerical results: Given that periodic movements can explain about 50-70% of the geographic trajectories of individuals, and the repetitive trajectories that are formed by periodic movement mainly depend on the role of daily routine and geographic features of human movement, we consider the similarity of the geographic trajectories between individuals is largely attributable to the overlapping functional areas for these individuals, for example, identical residential area, the same lunch venue and similar workplace. Furthermore, these overlapping functional areas just depend on the social properties of individuals, such as economic ladder, vocation, and so on. Therefore, the spatial proximity of individuals not only suggests the proximity of social relationship of individuals in mobile social network, but also implies to some extent the similarity of the social properties of individuals. Furthermore, we suggest that the similarity of the social properties of users also indicates the likeliness for these users to interact with each other.
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4 A hybrid approach to mine network structure in mobile social network
Since SNA techniques have gained extensive development in recent years, many studies on detecting existing community structure in various social networks can be found in an excellent survey [16] . Furthermore, a large amount of studies on predicting potential links have been presented for link prediction in complex networks [17] . Mining network structure, which provides us with meaningful insights into the internal structure of corresponding real social network and the possibilities to optimize the performance of social recommendation and link prediction, mainly contains two parts, i.e. detecting existing network structure and tracking the trend of network structure evolution. In general, mining network structure in mobile social networks has been investigated as a typical example of dynamic social networks by many researchers [6, 18] .
Spatial proximity and social proximity of individuals can be used for mining network structure in mobile social network. Especially, existing community structure and potential social relationship in a real mobile social network can be obtained and analyzed by our hybrid approach. We first propose two new measurement matrixes which provide a bridge between spatial proximity and the social properties of individuals in mobile social networks. Combing these matrixes and the known adjacency matrix in social network, the joint nonnegative matrix factorization (JNMF) method [13] is used to mine network structure evolution. Finally, a collaborative matrix is obtained to analyze the existing community structure and potential links in mobile social network. Based on a real dataset, several experimental results have been shown to verify the feasibility of this proposed hybrid approach.
Mining community structure in mobile social network using joint nonnegative matrix factorization (JNMF) method
In previous studies, JNMF was usually used to detect community structure or hidden links in complex networks. In fact, it has been verified that JNMF has outstanding performance in such aspects in complex networks. In this section, we choose JNMF method as our tool to find community. Based on the MIT dataset, this social graph is an undirected weight network. Given its adjacency matrix of friend graph D, we further apply JNMF method to achieve our purpose. The problem we aim to solve is min
, and α > 0,β > 0 are constants to tradeoff the importance between different terms. Given N individuals (or mobile personal devices) in a mobile social network, and the number of all locations m , and D represents the adjacency matrix of friend graph , U and L represent User-location matrix (4)and locationuser matrix (5), respectively . According to [15] ,X can be solved by the following multiplicative update rule.X
whereD = 2βD − 1 After iteration, the obtainedX * is just the scale partition matrix of the network G of size N × M , and then we obtain the hybrid matrix C = X T X. Let this matrix is the initial adjacent matrix, we further use the above approach in section 3 for detecting community structure based on SNMF. In our experiment, we also use Reality Mining data set [6] provided by the MIT Media Lab to test our proposed approach. From this real friendship network, two main communities can be inferred by real social connections as shown in Fig.2 , which shows the first-year business school students and individuals working together in the same building respectively. Moreover, we can simply detect these social communities by Newman method. However, the dynamic evolution of the social ties among these individuals cannot be timely detected. This leaves an important question that to what extent individual mobility patterns impacts the social network. Therefore, in this section, the communities of the same dataset will be detected by our proposed method.
During our implementation process, we suppose spatial proximity effect on social community structure is limited, and present two weight parameters. As is shown in Fig.5 , the difference in gray-level between two communities labels for nodes illustrates the segmentation map presented in Fig.4 . Meanwhile, some nodes (ex:i = 2, 33, 76) that are not covered by this segmentation map shows the potential possibility for joining the two communities together.
In value of X , where the higher the gray level of the block (i, ID(i)) tend to black, the more likely that the unit i belongs to the geographic community ID .
Results and Discussion
Since recent research progress on the interaction between human mobility and social ties has provided us with valuable information that spatial proximity can be used to predict future social links, in this paper, we first proposed a new measurement dimension (geographic community) for evaluating the spatial proximity influence on the evolution of social community structure in mobile social networks.
The correlation between geographic community and common social properties of users has been analyzed based on a real dataset. We found the spatial proximity of individuals not only suggests the proximity of social relationship of individuals in mobile social networks [5] , but also implies to some extent the similarity of the social properties of individuals. Then a hybrid approach that utilizes spatial proximity and social homophily of individuals for mining network structure in mobile social network has been proposed.
However, due to the inner ambiguity of individuals spatial proximity, the direct applicability of spatial proximity in mobile social network still leaves much room to be studied. The results presented in this paper will lead us to two interesting directions for future research. The first direction is to explore the common social properties of individuals based on those common functional areas that can be obtained from spatial proximity, since we consider high spatial proximity should be driven by similar social feature of individuals to a certain extent and even develop a hybrid technique for personalized recommendation utilizing geographic locations and social network. The second direction is to develop a routing algorithm on MANET (mobile ad-hoc network) using the inherent property of geographic community, since this communication services that rely on this type of data transfer will strongly depend on human mobility characteristics and how often such transfer arises.
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